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0. Introduction. Let E be an n-dimensional real vector space with a positive 
definite inner product, and consider the vector space i^(£) of all the 4-covariant 
tensors on E satisfying the same symmetries as the Riemannian curvature tensor 
of a Riemannian manifold. Then, ^ ( £ ) decomposes (see [1]) as a direct sum of sub-
spaces invariant and irreducible under the action of the orthogonal group 0{n), 
the structure group of Riemannian manifolds. If we consider an almost-Hermitian 
structure on E, i.e., an automorphism J of E such that J" = •- identity and g{JL, JM) 
structure on E, i.e., an automorphism J of E sucli that J^ = — identity and 
g{JL, JM) = g[L, M) for all L, M e E, then, Tricerri and Vanhecke ([4]) have given 
a decomposition of й[Е) as a direct sum of subspaces invariant and irreducible 
under the action of U(m) (assuming n = 2m), the structure group of almost Hermitian 
manifolds. In this paper we get a similar result for the structure group of almost-
product manifolds, 0(p) x 0(q), where p and q, with p + q = n, are the dimensions 
of the vertical and horizontal subspaces determined by such a structure. Then we 
compute a system of generators of the space of invariant quadratic forms on ЩЕ) 
from which we conclude the irreducibiHty of the decomposition. Finally, we prove 
that the projectors of ^(E) onto some of the subspaces are conformai invariants. 
1. The decomposition of ^(E) under the action of 0{p) x 0{q). Let E be an 
n-dimensional real vector space with a positive definite inner product g, and let V 
and H be orthogonal subspaces of E of dimensions p and q, respectively, with 
p ^ q = n, and such that E = V @ H. (This is equivalent to giving an automorphism 
P of E such that P^ = identity and g{PL, PM) = g{L, M) for all L, M e E; i.e., an 
almost-product structure.) An orthonormal basis {£^,}i=i,...,« will be said to be 
adapted if £^ e V for i = 1, .,., p and £^ e Я for i = p + 1, ..., n. Next, we 
consider the space of 4-covariant tensors on E satisfying the same symmetries as the 
Riemannian curvature tensor of a Riemannian manifold, 
m{E) = [Re ®^E* |R(L, M, N, U) = »R(M, L, N, U) = -~R(L, M, U, N) and 
R(L, M, iV, C7) + R(M, iV, L, U) + R(iV, L, M, (7) = 0 for all L, M,N,UEE}, 
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where £* stands for the dual space of E. As is well-known, if К e ЩЕ), then 
R{L, M, N, U) = R{N, U, L, M) for all L, M,N,Ue £, and also dim ^ ( £ ) = 
= hn\n' - 1). 
If 0{p) and 0[q) are the groups of orthogonal transformations of Fand Я, respec­
tively, then 0{p) X 0{q) acts upon £ in a natural way, so that the action preserves 
the subspaces F and Я, and the inner product g. It induces an action on РЛ{Е) as 
follows: 
{AR){UM,N,U) = R{Ä~^L,A-'M,A-'N,Ä''U) 
for all A e 0{p) x 0{q), R e m{É) and L, M,N,UE E. 
We also have a positive definite inner product < , > in M[E), defined by 
(R, R'y = t R{E,, Ej, £ „ E,) R^E,, Ej, E„ £,) 
i,J,k,l=l 
where {£t}i = i,...,„ is an adapted orthonormal basis of E. 
First, we have a trivial decomposition of ЩЕ) as a direct sum of subspaces in­
variant under the action of 0{p) x 0(q), namely, 
where, if {£j}i = i,...,„ is an adapted orthonorm.al basis of £, M^ß is the subspace of 
the R G ^ ( £ ) whose non-vanishing components î ^^^ = R{Ei, Ej, Ef,, £/) are exactly 
those having a arguments in Fand ß arguments in Я. It is clear that these subspaces 
are invariant by 0[p) x 0[q) and mutually orthogonal with reespect to < , > . 
In order to get a further decomposition of each of these subspaces, we define 
two 2-covariant tensors associated to each curvature tensor: 
Qy(R){M,N) = t R(M,E,,N,E,)^ 
e„(R)(M,N)== i R{M,E,,N,E,) 
u = p+l 
for all M,N eE, where {£Jj =::!,...,„ is an adapted orthonormal basis. 
Also, we consider for each Ĵ  e ЩЕ) the scalars 
Ty{R) = i Qy{R) (£„ £,) = t R{E,, £ „ £„, £,) , 
b=l a,b=l 
^H{R) = t QH{R){E.,E,)= t R{E.., E,„ E,., E.), 
v = p+ 1 u,v — p+ 1 
4H{R)= t eAR){Eu,E„) = J:eH{R){Ea,E„) = 
u = p+ I a = 1 
fl=1U=P+1 
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To begin with, it is clear that ^40 is isomorphic to the space of curvature tensors 
^(V) on the vector space F, and 0{q), as a subgroup of 0(p) x 0{q) acts on ^40 
as the identity, so that a decomposition of ^40 as a direct sum of irreducible sub-
spaces under the action of 0{p) x 0(q) is given by the classical decomposition of 
^ ( F ) under 0(p) (see, for instance, [1]). Then, we can write 
^40 = ^ F Ф ^ F ® ^ . Ro 
where 
iTy = [R e ^40 I Qv[R) = 0} , 
iTy @ ^.y= {Re ^40 I Ty{R) = 0} , 
^v = i^v (the orthogonal complement of W^y in i^y © ^y) , 
and IR . î oi, = {iTy ® My)^ (the orthogonal complement of if y @ ^ ^ in ^4o) • 
The notation in the last case is due to the fact that {iV^y © Шу)^ is the one-dimensional 
subspace of ^40 spanned by the tensor R^^, given by 
R^lA, B, C, D) = g{A, C) g{B, D) - g{A, D) g{B, C) 
for all A, B,C,De V. 
Similarly, 
where 
#^я = {^ e ^04 I QH{R) = 0} , 
^ r я © ^ я = { i ^ e ^ o 4 h я И = 0 } , 
йн =i^H (the orthogonal complement of #^я in #^я © ^ я ) ? 
and ^ . R^h = {^^H ® ^нУ (the orthogonal complement of i^H © ^ н in ^ 0 4 ) . 
R^h being the element of ^o4 determined by 
K,,(X, y, Z, TF) = ^(Z, Z) g{Y, W) ~ g{X, W) g{Y, Z) 
for all X, Y, Z, We H. 
On the other hand, M^i can be considered as the subspace of A^V^' ® F* ® Я* 
of all tensors R such that R{A, B, C, X) + R{B, C, Л, Z) + R{C, A, B,X) = 0 for 
all A,B, Ce Fand X e H. Since the action of O(^) upon Fis trivial, the decomposi­
tion of ^31 is given by that of the subspace of yl^F* ® F* formed by all tensors a 
such that 
a{A, Б, C) + а(Б, С, A) + a(C, Л, JB) - 0 
for all A, B, С eV, under the action of 0(p). The latter is well known (see for example 
[3]) and as a result we get 
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where 
^,, = {Re^,,\Qy{R) = 0} 
and ^,2 = {Re ^31 I 4^^ ^ ' C^ X) = - ^ (^(^' ^) Qv{^ {B. X) -
P - 1 
- g{B, C) Qy{R) {A, X)) for all A, B, С eV and X e H} . 
The fact that ^^^ is orthogonal to ^ ,̂2 follows by a straightforward computation. 
Similarly, 
^13 = ^M e ^.2 
with 
and ^,2 = {^ e ^13 I i^(^, Y, Z, Л) = — ^ - {g{X, Z) Q^{R) {Y, A) -
q - 1 
- g{Y, Z) QH{R) ( Z , A)) for all AeV and Z , У, Z e Я} 
and, as before, ^^^ is orthogonal to ^;,2-
As for ^22? the defining conditions of M(É) imply that the components of a tensor 
RE ^22 ^^^ determined by those of the form R{E^, £„, £ „̂ E^), for 1 ^ a, b ^ p 
and j7 + 1 ^ î , 17 ^ n. As a consequence, ^22 ^^i^ be considered as the space 
(F* (X) Я*) V (F* ® Я*) ; 
( V means the symmetric tensor product). Actually, if we identify this space with the 
space of 4-linear maps a : F x Я x V x H -^ IR such that for all A, В e V and all 
X, Ye Я , a{A, X, B, Y) = а(Б, У, A, X\ then the map Ф: ^22 -^ (^* ® ^*) v 
V (F* ® Я*) given by Ф{R) (Л, Z , Б, 7) = R{A, X, Б, 7) for all R e ^22, Л, В e V, 
X, 7 G Я is a vector space isomorphism, whose inverse is 
T: (F* ® Я*) V (F* ® Я*) -> ^22 
defined by 
W{(x) (L, M, ^ ,̂ W) = -a{vM, hN, vL, hW) + а{иЦ hN, vM, hW) + 
+ a(î;L, /гМ, î;iV, /гЖ) - oc{vL, hM, vW, hN) - (x{vM, hL, vN, hW) + 
+ a{vM, hL, vW, hN) - a{vW, hL, vN, hM) + a{vN, hL, vW, hM) 
for ail a G (F* ® Я*) v (F* ® Я*) and ail L, M, iV, Pf G E. 
Now, having in mind that 
F* ® F* == ^ ^ F * e Vo^* © {1}. . 
where Л^ F* is the space of skewsymmetric convariant 2-tensors on F, Vo ̂ * ^̂ .̂  space 
of traceless symmetric covariant 2-tensors on F, and {1}^ the orthogonal complement 
of yl^F* Ф Vo^* in F* ® F* (with regard to the inner product induced by the 
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restriction of g to F), and that, similarly, 
Я* ® Я* = л^я* © у^Я'^ е {1}й, 
we get 
^22 = ^1 © ^2 е ^3 е ^4 е ^5 
where 
S, = {R е Мгг I Щ. X, 5, 7) = - /? (Б , X, Л, У) = - Я ( Л , 7, Б, X) 
for all A/ßeV and X, 7 e Я} , 
S, = {R e , ^ , , I R{A, X, B, 7) =: R{B, X, A, Y) == R(A, Y, B, X) for 
ail A, BeV and X.YeH , and ^^(^) = ^^,(i^) = o} , 
^3 = {R^^22 i HA, X, Б, 7) = i ^(Z, 7) g,,[R) (A, B) for ail A, В e V 
and X, 7 e Я , and ĵr(JR) = 0} , 
^4 = {Re^22 I R{A,X,B, Y)=^ g{A, B) gy{R) (Z, 7) for ail A, В e V 
and X, 7 G Я , and QH{R) = 0} and 
Ss = {ReM22\RiA,X,B,Y)='-^g{A,B)g{X,Y) for ail ^ , ß e F 
and X, YeH] . 
It is easy to see that these five subspaces are mutually orthogonal, and hence we 
have proved 
Theorem 1. The space M(E) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the following 
fifteen subspaces invariant by 0[p) x O(^): 
iTy, my, R . R„„ ir„, m,„ R . R„„ ^„1, ^„„ ^ , j , ^,,^, s„ S„ S3, S„ S, . 
The dimensions of these subspaces are given in Table I, in terms of the dimensions p 
and q, of V and H. 
If Re m(E), then its orthogonal projections into each of the invariant subspaces 
(in the same order as they appear in Table I) are determined as follows for all 
A, B,C,De V; X, Y, Z, We H: 
p,{R) {A, B, C, D) = R{A, B, C, D) - - - ^ (^(Л, с) ey{R) (в, D) -
- g{B, C) Qy{R) (^, D) - g{A, D) gy(R) (B, C) + 
+ g{B, D) ,y[R) {A, C)) + - ^ - ^ ^ - 3 ^ {e{A, C) д(В, D) -
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p(p + l ) ( p + 2 ) ( p ~ - 3 ) 
12 
( p - l ) ( p + 2 ) 
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1 
д{д + 1){д + 2){д-Ъ) 
12 
( ^ - l ) ( ^ + 2) 
2 
1 
pq{p + 2) (p - 2) 
3 
P^ 




( p - l ) (p + 2 ) ( g - l ) ( ^ + 2) 
4 
(P - 1) (P + 2) 
2 
(g " 1) (g + 2) 
2 
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g(^ + 1) (^ + 2) [q - 3) 
12 





2q{q + 2) (g - 2) 
3 
2q 
q{q ~ 1) 
2 
(g - 1) (g + 2) 
2 
(^ - 1) (^ + 2) 
2 
1 
p = 2 
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P = l 


































{g{A, C) Qy{R) {B, D) - g{B, C) ev{R) (A, D) -
- g[A, D) eAR) {B, C) + g{B, D) Qy{R) {A, C)) - ^ I ^ ^ -
P{P - 2) 
{g{A,C)g{B,D)-g{A,D)g{B,C)), 
p,(R){A,B,C,D) MR) 
pip - 1) 
{g{A, C) g{B, D) - g{A, D) g{B, C)) , 
p^{R) {X, Y, Z, W) = R{X, y, Z, W) - 1 {g{X,Z)eHiR){Y,W)-
q-2 
g(Y, Z) QH{R) {X, w) - g{X, W) ÖH(R) (У, Z) + 
+ g{Y,W)es{R){X,Z)) + Tn{R) 
-g{X,W)g{Y,Z)), 
{g{X,Z)g{Y,W) 
p,{R) {X, Y, Z, W) = (д{Х, Z) QJ^R) {Y,W) - g{Y, Z) Qa{R) {X, W) 
q - 2 
g{X, W) Qu{R) {Y,Z) + g{Y, W) Qn{R) {X, Z)) 
{g{X, Z) g{Y, W) - g{X, W) g{Y, Z)) , 
2тн(1^) 
q{q - 2) 
p,{R) {X, Y, Z, W) = -MÊ_ (g(x, Z) g{Y, W) ~ g{X, W) g{Z Z)) , 
q{q - 1) 
p,{R){A,B,C,X) = R{A,B,C,X) {g{B,C)eviR)iA,X)-
Ps{R){A,B,C,X) 
p - 1 
p - l 
g{A,C)Qy{R){B,X)), 
{g{B, C) Qy{R) (Л, X) - g{A, C) Qr{R) {B, X)) , 
p,{R) {X, Y, Z, A) = R{X, Y, Z, A) 1 {g{Y, Z) Qj^R) {X, A) 
p,o{R){X,Y,Z,A) = 
q - l 
q - 1 
g{X, Z) Q„{R) (У, A)) , 
{g{Y, Z) e„(iî) {X, A) - g{X, Z) Q^R) (У, A)), 
Pii(R) (A, X, B, y) = i{R{A, X, B, Y) - R{B, X, A, У)).. 
p,2{R) {Ä, Z , в, Y) = i{R{A, X, Б, Y) + R{B, X, A, Y)) -
i g{X, Y) Q^R) {A, B) - ~ g{A, B) Qy{R) (X, Y) + ^ - ^ д{А, В) g{X, Y) , 
q p pq 
p,,{R) {A, X, B,Y) = ^ g{X, Y) QH{R) {A, B) - "^^^ g{A, B) g(X, Y) , 
p,^{R) (Л, Z , B,Y) = - g{A, B) Qy{R) (Z, Y) - ^^^^ g{A, B) g{X, Y) , 
p pq 
p,,{R) {A, X, B, Y) = " ^ ^ g{A, B) g{X, Y) . 
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2. Invariant quadratic forms on ^ ( £ ) . Let i^ be the space (x)̂  £*; then 0{p) x 0(q) 
acts upon i^ as follows: 
for ail AE 0[P) X 0{q), aei^, and X^, ...,X^eE. In a way similar to the case 
of 0(n), if F : iT -> ^ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree /г, we say that F is 
a product of traces if the following holds: 
— к X h is even, equal to 25, and 
— there exist a permutation or of (1, ..., 25} and an adapted orthonormal basis 
{£i, ..., £„} of E, such that, for all a e -Г, 
щ= t t 
ai,...,ar=l ui,...,Us-r = P+ ^ 
a(®^a) (£«^, E^^, . . . , £^ ,̂ E^ ,̂ £„^, £„^, . . . , JE:„^_, £ „ _ J , 
where r is an integer such that 0 ^ г ^ 5, ф^'а is the element of ®^̂ ' £* taking 
(Xi, ...,Z;,ft) into a(Zi,...,Z;^) X а(Х^+1, •••, ^2/с) x ••• x а(^/с(й-1)+ь •••.-^/сл), and 
ог(®^ а) takes (Х^, ...,Х,^;,) into {®'' а) (Х^^), ...jX^^^^;,)). It is clear that the expres­
sion of F((x) is independent of the choice of the adapted orthonormal basis, and in 
particular, F is invariant by 0(p) x 0(q). As a consequence of the corresponding 
theorem for 0(n) [5] (see also [1], [2]), we have 
Theorem 2. The vector space of real homogeneous polynomials on f^, invariant 
by 0[p) X 0[q), is spanned by the products of traces (as defined above). 
Now, for /г = 2 and /c = 4 we get /г x /c = 8 and 5 = 4. Then, the products of 
traces, in this case, are the quadratic forms 
P n 
^ - Z E 
a{R ® R) (£„., £ ,„ ..., E,_, E„^, E„^, E„^, ..., £„,_^, E„^_ J 
where <т is a permutation of the set { 1 , . . . , 8}, and r is an integer with 1 ^ r ^ 4. 
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Having in mind the defining symmetries of the curvature tensor R, and denoting 
by R^ß the component of JR in ^^p^ we get the following products of traces: 
For r = 4, 
^1 == Z ^ ( ^ a p ^«2' ^03' ^04) Ц^а^^ ^«2' ^^3' ^04) = 1^4 MOlP 
/, = X ^(X., î a2̂  ^.3' ^ J ^(^..' ^a., £.3. ̂ J = lk(^40)P = IMR) VxvW 9 
1,= ^ R{E„,, £„„ £„,, £ J iî(£„3, £„„ £„3, £„,) = ту{ку ^V O l ' « 2 ' Я ] ' Cl2 
rtl , . . . ,04 
For Г = О, 
/ 4 = 1 R(£„„ £„„ £„3, £„,) «(£„., £„„ £„3, £„Л = |Ао4р , 
" 1 " 4 
/ , = X «№.,' £..,' ^...' £ J л(£«,' £«.' £«3. £ J = ||е(«04)|' = ЫЦ„.н\\', 
M l , . . . , « 4 
h = I R(£„„ £„„ £„„ £„,) Л(£„з, £„., £„з. £ j = %(R) ' • 
For г = 3, 
/ , - X ^(^a., Ea2, ^a,, ^«2) ^(^«3' ^«.' ^«3' ̂ t j = V(^) W ^ ^ ) , 
a 1,02,03,Ml 
/ 8 = 1 «(£„„ £„„ £„3, £a.) R(£a„ £„p £«3. -E»,) = <er(«) |кхк, ен(к)1кхк> , 
ö l . « 2 , 0 3 , I ' l 
/g = X R(£,„ £,^, £,3, £„,) R(£„„ £ ,„ £„,, £„,) = i | |R3i | | ' , 
« 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 , M I 
ho = E R(£a„ £«., £.,„ £0.) «(£.p £«3. £».' £аз) = !кк(к) IKXHIP = 
Я1,02-«3»"1 
= |кк(/?)1я.к1'. 
For г = 1, 
J , , = I /?(£„„ £„^, £„., £ , J /?(£„3, £„„ £„3, £„,) = T„(/?) TK„(/?) , 
O l , U l , 4 2 . 4 3 
1,2= X ^^(£^u,, Ь ; ^ , £^.3' ^M2) ^(^M,^ ^ o i , ^ « 3 ' ^ a , ) = < Ы ^ ) 1яхЯ, ^ к ( ^ ^ ) | я х Я > , 
ö l , M l , М 2 » М З 
/,з = Е R(£„„ £„,, £„3, £«,) ̂ (£-„ £„., £«з' £«,) = i H i a f , 
O l ,1/1 ,1/2 " " 3 
/,4 = I К(£„„ £„„ £„„ £ J R(£„„ £„3, £,„ £,,3) = 1ен(^)|нхИ!' • 
Я ] , » 1 , W 2 » " 3 
For г = 2, 
/l5 = Z Я(£а„ £«„ £«., £ : J R{E,,, ^ . „ E.p £ J - Ty{R) TH(R) , 
a i , e 2 , M b " 2 
^16 = Z ^ ( ^ o j ' ^ ^ 2 ' ^a^» ^Mi) H^a2^ ^M2' ^Mi^ ^«2) "= 
Û1 ^02,Ui ,112 
/ i , = E «(£<.P-E«.>£a .>£j^(£«a . 'E„„£„„£j , 
Û I , « 2 ! " ! , " 2 
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1̂9 = I RiEa,, £„„ £.., £ J R(£„„ £„„ £.„ £ j = \\QV{R)\H.HV > 
a i , Û 2 , « l , M 2 
/^0 = Z R(£a„ £«p £a„ £u.) R(E„„ £„„ £,„ £ J = \\QH{R)\VXV\\^ , 
« 1 , Ö 2 , « 1 , U 2 
^21= E !?(£„., £„.,£„.,£JRK,£„„£„„£J = W « ) ^ 
«1,02 ,«! ,M2 
So, from Theorem 2, we have 
Theorem 3. The vector space of quadratic forms on ^ ( JE) , invariant by 0[p) x 
X 0[q), is spanned by I^, . . . , / 21 . 
Now, in order to prove that the invariant subspaces of Theorem 1 are irreducible 
we make use of the following theorem: 
Theorem 4. [4]. Let G be a subgroup of 0[n) and let T be a finite dimensional 
real vector space acted upon by G. Let <, > be a positive definite inner product on T, 
invariant by G. Then, T is irreducible if and only if the space of quadratic in-
variants on T is one-dimensional. 
As a consequence, to prove that one of the fifteen subspaces is irreducible, it suf-
fices to prove that the restrictions to it of the twenty-one products of traces vanish 
or are multiples of just one of them. In Table II we list the non-vanishing invariants 
on each subspace (we treat only the case p, ^ ^ 3, the others being similar). 
Then, we have 
Theorems. The fifteen subspaces given in Theorem 1 are irreducible for the action 
of 0{p) X 0{q). 
The norms of the projectors of ^(E) onto each of these subspaces can be expressed 
in terms of the quadratic invariants as follows 
ЫЧ? =h--^h + -, -^, rr 3̂ , 
p - 2 [p - l){p - 2) 
P - 2 PyP - 2) 
P\P - 1) 
11M«)1Î  -u- -^h + ~,—-~—~h, 
q -2 [q- l){q -2) 
\HRW = - Ч ^ ^ - T ^ ^ ' -








R . R„ft 
^ . 1 
^v2 








h = h 
P{P - 1) 
h = 
2 2 
p - 1 p(i? - T) ' -
h 
h = — ^5 
q{q - 1) 
и = 2 2 
(î - 1 q{q -ô'-
h 
I ^ I 
hz 
I - ^ î 
q - 1 
^17 = ""^18 
^17 = ^18 
/ -i -Ч 
^17 — ^18 — — ^20 
-'17 — -«Хв — ^19 
/ 1 7 = ^18 — - '21 — ^19 
_ 1 , 
IbaWir = q{q - 1) / б . 
||p,(Jî)||^ -4I,-—-jho, 
\HR)r ho > 
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q - 1 
q - 1 
||pii(K)P = 67 ,8-6 /^7 , 
\\Р,2{Щ\' = 2/i8 + 2/i7 - - / 2 0 - -h9 + - / 2 1 , 
| b l 3 W | | ' = - / 2 0 - - ^ 2 1 , 
| M i ^ ) i r - - / l 9 - - / 2 1 , 
|bl5Wir = - / 2 1 . 
РЯ. 
3. Conformally invariant projectors. It is a classical result that the space ^(£) 
decomposes as a direct sum of three irreducible invariant subspaces under the action 
of 0(n), namely 
^(£) = ir @ ^@ R .R^, 
where 
- r = {.R e ^(E) I Q{R) = 0} , 
ir @^ = {Re m{E) I T(R) - 0} , 
m = ar^ (orthogonal complement in iT © ^ ) , and R . RQ = {iT ® Щ^ . 
If p is the projector of ^(£) onto iV^^ then p is a conformai invariant, in the sense 
that if {Ж, g) is a Riemannian manifold, R its curvature tensor, g' a Riemannian 
metric in J(, conformally related with g, and R! the corresponding curvature tensor, 
then 
p{R) = p{R') , 
up to multipHcation by a scalar, due to the contraction with g. In this context, we 
have 
Theorem 6. The projectors Pi, P4, p^, pg, рц and Pi2 cire conformally invariant. 
Proof. Let [Ji, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let g' be a Riemannian metric 
on J^ such that g' = e^-^g, where / is a real function on ^ / . Then, the curvature 
tensor R' of g' is related with that of g, R, by the formula ([4]) 
(1) R'(L, M, N, W) = e^^{R{L, M, iV, W) + Я(М, iV) ^(L, Tf ) ~ 
~ Я(М, Tf) öf(L, N) - A(L, iV) ö̂ (M, W) + A(L, Tf) ^(M, N) + 
+ ||шР (6f(L, W) g{M, N) - ^(L, N) g{M, W)) 
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for all L, M, N, We Ж{М), where 
A(M, JV) = (VMW) iV - (a{M) m{N) 
and (o = d/. It can be easily seen that A is symmetric. 
From (1) we get 
(2) ey{R') {A, B) = Qy{R) {A, B) -ip-2) Я(Л, В) -
- д(А, В) t Я(£„, £„) - (Р - 1) M' д{А, В) 
а=1 
for all А, В e V, {^a}a=i,. .,р being an orthonormal basis of F, and from (2) we have 
(3) e'^ Ty{R') = Zy{R) - 2{p - 1) f Я(£„, E.) - ^ P - 1) И' • 
a=l 
(2) and (3) yield 
2(P - 1) (p - 2) p - 2 
2(p - 1) (p - 2) p - 2 
Now, (1) and (4) imply that 
R'{A, B, C, D) + - ^ {ev{R') {B, C) g'{A, D) - ev{R') [B, D) g'{A, C) -
p - 2 
- ey{R') {A, C) g'{B, D) + Qy{R') {A, D) g'{B, C) -
{P - 1) (P - 2) 
= е^ЩА, В, С, D) + - Ц {Qy{R) {В, С) д{А, D) - Oy{R) {В, D) д{А, С) -
р - 2 
- Qr{R) {А, С) д{В, D) + Qy{R) [А, D) д{В, С) -
[Р - 1) (Р - 2) 
The case of р^ is similar. 
As for p-i, we consider (1) for the arguments A,B,Ce Fand X e H: 
(5) К'(Л, В, С, X) = e^\R{A, В, С, X) - Х{В, X) д{А, С) + Х{А, X) д{В, С) . 
Then 
Qy{R') = Qy{R) {А, Х)-{р- 1) Х{А, X) 
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whence 
Л{А, X) = - - i - {gr{R) {A, X) - Qy{R') (Л, X)), 
p - 1 
and substituting X{A,X) and X[B,X) in (5) we get the result for ^7. That of pg is 
similar. 
Next, let us consider (1) for the arguments A, X, B, Fand Б, X, A, Y, with A, В eV 
and X, Ye H. By subtraction we get 
(6) R\A, Z, Б, 7) - R\B, X, A, Y) = e^^{R{A, X, Б, Y) - R(B, X, Л, У)) , 
which gives the result for рц. 
Finally, from (1) we get, for Л, Б G Fand X, У G Я, 
(7) R\A, X, Б, У) = е^ЩА, X, Б, У) - Я(Х, У) ^(Л, Б) -
- Х{А, В) д{Х, У) - 1|шр д{А, В) д{Х, У) . 
Hence, 
(8) ey{R') {X, Y) = eviR) {X, Y) - pk[X, Y) -
- g{X, Y) t A(£„, E„) - p\\œ\\' g{X, Y) , 
a = l 
where {Ea}a=ir-,p is an orthonormal basis of V. 
Similarly, 
(9) QH{R'){A,B) = Qj,{R){A,B)-g{A,B) f ! (£„ ,£„) -
u = p+l 
- q2.{A, B) - q\\œ\\'g{A, B) . 
From (6) or (7) we get 
(10) e''TyB[R') = TyuiR) - p t Я ( £ „ , £ „ ) - « Е Я ( £ „ , £ „ ) - и | | Н 1 ' -
u=p+1 a = 1 
Now, from (7), (8), (9) and (10), 
(11) R'iA, X, В, Y)-- Qy{R') {X, Y) g'{A, B) - i вн{К') {A, B) g'{X, Y) + 
p q 
+ — ^y„{R') g'{A, B) g'(X, Y) = 




The resuit for Pu follows from (И) and (6). 
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We also have 
Theorem 7. 
\p{p - 1) q{a - 1) PQ 
The proof is straightforv^ard from (10), (3) and the analogue of (3) for Тд. 
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